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From the Editor
In the time it takes you to read this editor’s note, several new patents will be
issued for technologies that can potentially transform the marketing landscape
in one form or another. The world moves
fast these days, and the marketing realm
is no exception. As technology facilitates
an ever-quicker flow of information,
B2B buyers have built lofty expectations
when it comes to accessing useful information on the fly.
Those expectations will only grow over time; is your firm
prepared to keep pace?
Today’s B2B buyer is more mobile and digitally driven than
ever. Smart phones and tablets are now used to access
online information at rates unthinkable only a few short
years ago. Some experts even predict that, for certain
population segments, smartphones will replace computers
entirely in less than two years.
Accordingly, firms must think hard about how to develop
and deploy content in ways that attract these buyers
quickly, and migrate them just as quickly down the sales
funnel. Many firms big and small already are leading the
charge, finding new ways to be agile through bold and
innovative social media and client feedback programs.
Some leverage predictive analytics to stay ahead of buyers
and provide them custom content that helps drive and convert more leads. Others utilize technologies like podcasting
to reach and engage audiences. Of course, cultures that
encourage creative thinking also attract top talent, which is
another sizeable benefit to embracing agility and innovation. Some ideas may work better for your firm than others;
but one thing you can’t afford to do is stand pat.
In the end, agile firms will win the hearts and minds of agile
consumers. Whether it involves deploying leading-edge
marketing tactics or offering expansive business advisory
services beyond core financial functions, firms that embrace
innovation, weave it into the fabric of their DNA, and stay
agile, will thrive. Those that don’t, won’t. It’s not enough to
talk the talk. Clients and buyers expect great thinking, sound
execution and measurable results. This challenges today’s
firms like never before; but the opportunities for success are
equally significant.
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Feature Article

Content: Currency in the
Attention Economy

Social networking experts share how to become a magnet for buyers
Laura Sparks, Creative Sparks, LLC
Buyers of accounting services are growing
more demanding and becoming more
price sensitive. How can your firm break
through these defenses and build the
kinds of relationships that lead to profitable engagements?
When it is done well and distributed
effectively, content acts as a magnet that
attracts qualified buyers, says Jill Rowley, a former technology sales professional and now a startup advisor and social
selling “evangelist.” In an October 2016 Content Marketing
Institute webinar, Rowley shared how marketers can help
sales people better leverage content as “currency” to become
more visible in their social networks and more valuable to
their buyers.
Today’s business-to-business buyer is mobile, digitally driven,
socially connected, and empowered with nearly unlimited
access to information, Rowley says. It’s no wonder that she
prefers gathering information online to interacting with a
sales person—and that preference extends to making the
purchase online. According to the 2015 Forrester/Internet
Retailer B2B Buyer Channel Preferences Survey, 93% of B2B
buyers prefer to buy online.

content marketing during an October 2016 meeting of the
Atlanta chapter of the Specialized Information Publishers
Association.
Then what is effective in reaching these time-constricted
buyers? Content that conveys a clear and compelling perspective on how those buyers can address a complex and
pressing problem (i.e., thought leadership) is one of the best
ways to differentiate in a crowded marketplace, as well as to
generate qualified leads.

Using Content as Currency
In an era when almost every B2B buyer conducts at least
some research online, accounting firms are always looking
for more content. In fact, both Rowley and Steckerl call content the “currency” on which the digital economy runs.
Content is especially valuable to those professionals who
engage in social selling—the process of using social networks to research and connect with buyers. “Done well, over
time, sales professionals that embrace social selling and
content as a key pillar of their social selling strategy go from
using their networks to find buyers to being found by their
buyers. They become magnets,” Rowley says.

In fact, Forrester forecasts that one million U.S. B2B salespeople will lose their jobs to self-service e-commerce by 2020.
Professionals charged with selling accounting services –
whether their roles are in business development, marketing,
or client services – must evolve to remain effective.

Standing Out in an Attention Economy
In our information-rich, caffeine-powered world, attention
is the scarcest resource, prompting some to say that we are
now in an “attention economy.”
So what does that scarcity of attention mean for marketers
and sales professionals? It means that broadcast communication techniques are less and less effective, especially when it
comes to big-ticket sales, says Shally Steckerl of The Sourcing
Institute. Steckerl, one of the top 20 most connected people
on LinkedIn, shared his thoughts on social engagement and
accountingmarketing.org
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Enabling Your Sales Force
Creating content is only half the battle. Marketing is responsible for establishing the processes
and systems to help the firm’s sales force deliver
the message. To get the most out of your content
marketing effort, consider putting in place the
following:
4 An internal content library that makes it
fast and easy to find content.
4 Internal communications about the content that the sales force can access.
4 Training on how to socially share content
and use it to fuel conversations. “Training
is so important, and not enough people
are investing in the skill sets and driving
behavioral changes for salespeople to use
content as their currency,” Rowley says.

They “spend” that currency through social sharing, mentioning and tagging people in their networks, thus forging
stronger connections, Steckerl says.
So how can B2B professionals use content effectively to
facilitate sales?
Convey a strong, consistent point of view. Social content
must be repeatable, quotable and retweetable. A strong
point of view that is consistently communicated is infinitely
more shareable than an update on the latest tax rules and
regulations. In fact, breaking news is no longer important,
Steckerl says. “It doesn’t matter who said it first. It matters
who is louder and more consistent.”
Think about your audience first, last and always. Be clear
about who your target buyers are—not only their industries
and job titles, but also their goals, their pain points and what
they care about. Which social networks do they frequent?
What associations do they belong to? Don’t waste time in
forums where your target clients aren’t, Steckerl urges. And if
you’re not sure where they hang out, then ask them.
Remember the 4-1-1. Rowley espouses following a specific
formula for social sharing. For every one piece of companybranded content (white paper, podcast, blog post), share four
pieces of non-company-branded content (research, analysis, blogs) and one piece of personal content (inspirational
6
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quote, photos of volunteer events), she says. And don’t forget
about user-generated content, such as testimonials and
reviews.
Curation is the cure for content inflation. No one has
time to consume the volumes of online content on any one
subject—hence curation tools such as Curata, which harvest
content from thousands of sources a month. “This is a great
function that marketing can support,” Rowley says. “You know
who the influencers are, who the analysts and experts and
consultants and speakers are on the circuit in your buyers’
world. You can curate content from those people and serve
that up to sales.”
Rowley shares content that quotes or talks about her customers and prospects and tags those individuals as a way
to get their attention and land meetings with them. “I use
content to compliment and congratulate my potential and
existing customers,” she says. “I’m amplifying their message.”
Steckerl urges marketers to use curation as a supplement
to content creation—not a replacement. And make sure to
contribute your own voice, context or opinion rather than
simply shooting out a link. He advises taking a cue from
improv performers and elaborating with either a “yes, and…”
or a “yes, but…”
It’s all about the sale. People who create content (marketers,
professional writers and client service professionals) tend to
focus more on what they want to say than what their clients
want to talk about, or even what is best for their business.
The sweet spot, and where the conversation should always
start, is at the intersection of those three views, Steckerl says.
Rowley encourages marketers to focus on creating content
that will equip their sales force to deliver value. “Think about
content in the context of how it will help a sales person get a
meeting, create an opportunity, move a relationship through
the sales cycle, or develop a deeper relationship with a
customer.”

About the Author
Laura Sparks is Chief Content Creator with Creative Sparks, a
content marketing firm that specializes in helping professional
services firms create thought leadership content. Contact her at
laura@accountingwriter.com.

Feature Article

Two Responsive Marketing
Strategies for Your Small Firm
Charlise Hyatt, DZH Phillips
In my experience, one of the great things
about being at a smaller firm is our ability
to remain nimble and agile. Without a large
ship to adjust, we can quickly turn the boat
and adjust our course when something
isn’t as effective as we had hoped. This is
not to say that my firm doesn’t follow a
thoughtfully crafted plan for the year, but
adjusting it as needed allows us listen to
our clients and to be responsive to the business environment
as it changes. Two key areas for this fluid approach are social
media and our firm’s Client CARE program.

Social Media
One of the key benefits of social media is
the way it allows us to listen and speak
to our audience directly. Social media
is an easy place for us to be nimble
as social media itself is constantly
evolving. This dynamism provides
us with many opportunities to
continue to grow our audience
and build stronger name recognition for the firm.
Our social media campaigns are
built around our content, events,
sponsorships and internal activities. For each campaign, we focus all
communication on our audience and
customize the message as applicable. We give
shoutouts to companies and people (before, during
and after events) and take lots of pictures, so that we can be
interactive and create a personal connection that outlasts
the event itself. This approach is earning us a lot of shares,
likes and retweets from the community. We also customize each social media message based on the medium—for
example, what we post in Facebook is completely different
than what goes up in LinkedIn, Twitter or Instagram.
We have become more actively involved with Instagram
recently—a platform we had not focused on before this
year. With an increasing number of millennial clients and
new staff, we think Instagram is a great way to get increased
visibility within this demographic. Instagram is very visual, so
great pictures are important. Within this medium, having a

lot of (the right) hashtags is also critical to the life of the post.
Again, our ability to add this to the mix has benefitted us in
building visibility for the firm.

Client CARE Program
Another area where the firm has shown an ability to be nimble is within our Client CARE program. In the past year, the
firm has developed a robust client feedback program which
includes surveys (paper and online), client conversation
meetings (which are meant to be quick 30-minute meetings,
focused only on the clients and their current and upcoming
issues) and client interviews. The client interviews are
aimed at our “A” clients and are completed either
by myself or a third party. Our objective is
to get feedback on the firm and all their
interactions with our team to determine whether there is anything that
we could improve upon.
So far, most of these interviews
have been positive. However,
there are always things that we
can adjust to cement the relationship further. For example, we
had a client that has a significant
event in the late summer and their
tax return was getting finalized at
about that same time. They advised
that they’d prefer for their audit to be
done in the spring so that their tax return
could be completed earlier and not coincide
with their large event. We were able to take that
feedback and adjust the timing in the 2017 audit schedule.
These little adjustments, quickly turning our ship, allow us to
provide better client service for our clients and keep them
more satisfied in the long run.
Ultimately, having any kind of client feedback program that
allows you to hear from your clients and incorporate their
input into your relationship is extremely worthwhile. And
doing so quickly is critical. We found one client that simply
wanted more information on their bills – a trivial matter, but
something that we were easily able to adjust for them. The
goal is to listen, learn and address any issues early, which
satisfies our clients and makes those clients that much more
continued on page 17
accountingmarketing.org
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Feature Article

Using Analytics to Drive
Content Decisions & Drive Leads
Anna Marie Murphy, Skoda Minotti Strategic Marketing
Like other firms, a large majority of our
marketing energy and dollars are now
spent on online, inbound tactics. For some
more traditional marketers and business
owners, the idea of such a digital world
may seem overwhelming and scary. But for
those willing to embrace this digital age, it
means valuable insights and trackable data
are available to drive the content decisions
at your firm. Knowing what content will be most popular
and will convert the most traffic into leads allows you as a
marketer to close the gap between marketing and sales and
provide true value to your organization.
Just five years ago, you could probably report to your managing partner, “We had X number of visits to our website.” Now,
in 2017, if I were to walk down to Greg Skoda’s office and give
him that report, he would say, “That means nothing to me—
who are they and how do we turn them into a client?”
Your job as a marketer is to pull from your firm’s website the
information that managing partners want to see—information that will help turn those website visitors into business for
the firm. How do you do that? The information is there, if you
know where to look.
Here are a few of our favorite methods for gathering valuable
insight from websites, along with some stories to illustrate
their use:
1. Google Analytics is, by no means, a new tool. Its use, however, as a free web analytics service offered by Google, is
still relevant to gathering the baseline information about
your website and tracking site analytics over time. Perhaps
our favorite function of Google Analytics is its ability to
report on the most popular landing pages on your site.
This is important because if you know which pages –
service pages or blog articles – are driving the most traffic,
you can make informed decisions about the topics your
firm should add to its editorial calendar and in varying
forms of content, such as blogs, videos, social media posts,
etc.
For example, at Skoda Minotti, we realized that our most
popular blog article was originally posted in 2009—very
early in our blogging days. It came from our real estate
and construction niche group on the topic of converting
8
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a personal residence into rental property. Recognizing this
topic’s popularity, we could infer that if we wrote a follow-up
article related to this topic, it would likely also be very popular. We did, and the follow-up article that we wrote on the tax
consequences of converting a personal residence into rental
property became even more popular. This follow-up blog is
now the most popular blog on our site.
We experienced a similar situation on a client’s website,
where we noticed that a blog about the qualifying four-part
test for R&D tax credit studies was the most popular blog
article on their site. We used this information to recommend
creating an animated video illustrating the four-part test. The
video was used to update the current blog to showcase the
video. It was also promoted to the client’s audience through
e-newsletter/e-blasts, on social media and other means.
Video can be an expensive investment, so selecting a topic
that we knew would be successful was important to managing the client’s budget on this project.
2. Google Search Console used to be called Google Webmaster Tools. It was created for webmasters to check
indexing status and optimize visibility of their websites;
it has become increasingly important over the years as
Google Analytics no longer shows the full listing of search
terms that drive visitors to your site. This information,
however, is available in Google Search Console. Through
this tool you can see a complete listing of the search
terms that people type into Google that lead them to
your website.
Google Search Console was helpful in reviewing a client’s
website for low hanging fruit in terms of lead generation and
website optimization. We noticed through Google Analytics
that a relatively long resource page was driving a very large
number of visitors to their website. This presented an opportunity for us to convert some of these visitors into leads. Our
recommendation included call-to-action buttons placed
strategically throughout the page to drive desired leads and
conversions for the client. Using Google Search Console, we
were able to show the client the specific search terms that
were driving the most visitors so that we could tailor the premium offers and call-to-action messaging to the appropriate
audience.
We knew where to strategically place the call-to-action buttons for the best results based on where visitors spent the

most time and bounced from the page. This information was
available to us through heatmap software—more on that
below.
3. Heatmap software shows you where people are scrolling
and clicking on a page, which can offer insights helpful in
understanding visitor behavior on your site. If you know
which pages visitors are finding and where on the page
they are spending the most time, you can make informed
decisions about what content – targeted messaging or
call-to-action requests – to create and place in priority
positions. Just as we did above, we often combine landing page statistics from Google Analytics with heatmap
software to show how visitors are interacting with a site’s
most popular pages
We used heatmap software to analyze a client’s homepage.
From the reports, we were able to show the client that a
listing of industries and several call-to-action buttons shown
prominently on the homepage were receiving few-to-no
clicks. Because the homepage is such valuable real estate, we
suggested a refresh of the homepage with different content
in the prominent areas currently underperforming for the
client.
As you can see, there are countless helpful insights available
for you in your website that can drive content decisions and
connect marketing to sales, if you know where to look. New
tools are being released all the time as new Google algorithms are utilized. Staying up to date on these algorithm
changes is important so that you know where your marketing dollars and time can be best spent to get the optimal
results for your firm.

A few final tips:
1. Subscribe to a trustworthy source for marketing news and
insights. By subscribing to the HubSpot blog, for example,
we get a lot of useful information. We also share the most
important updates and trends with our audience through
our marketing blog and e-newsletter.
2. Work with a professional – either internally or externally,
having someone dedicated to staying up to date on
algorithm changes and online trends and communicating
them to you in the form of recommendations is imperative to keeping your site working at its optimal capacity.
3. Your website should not stay stagnant—don’t fall victim
to launching a new site and letting it sit for the next three
to five years until a new site is launched. Use your site to
gather intel about your audience and drive meaningful
results for your firm.
By understanding the best analytics tools for your firm, you
will become a more agile marketer. Suddenly, the numbers
you are able to report to your firm’s leadership provide
insight about what your target audience is interested in and
where you stand the best opportunities to convert them into
clients. Your website has plenty to tell you, if you’re listening.

About the Author
Anna Marie Murphy is a senior account executive with Skoda
Minotti Strategic Marketing. She focuses in driving inbound
marketing strategy and results for accounting firms. Learn more
about Skoda Minotti’s recently-launched CPA ContentPlus at
www.cpacontentplus.com, or by contacting Anna Marie at 440605-7223 or amurphy@skodaminotti.com.

Image shown: Example of a confetti map, a variation of a heatmap
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Feature Article

Innovative Accounting Firms
Are Offering Marketing Services
Eileen Monesson, PRCounts, LLC

It’s no secret that traditional accounting
services are considered a commodity. Businesses can go to any reputable firm for an
audit or tax return. The competition is fierce,
forcing many firms to lower their fees to
remain competitive or to present a discounted estimate fee for the first year of an
engagement to win the business with the
intention of raising the price in the future.
High growth accounting firms are branching out and offering
business advisory services in many areas including wealth and
investment management, CFO, human resources, training and
information technology.

position at Skoda Minotti as a favor. Jonathan now leads of
team of 14 marketers that make a substantial contribution to
the firm.

What is surprising is the number of firms offering marketing
services to clients. KPMG and Deloitte are among the many
firms that are either buying advertising agencies or investing in
the talent and expertise to form their own marketing services
group. It is estimated that eight of North America’s top advertising agencies are now owned by Big 4 accounting or other
large consulting firms.

“We work with clients of Skoda Minotti, as well as additional
clients that our Strategic Marketing group brings to the firm,”
continues Ebenstein. “The Skoda Minotti team is focused on
helping clients wherever they are in the lifecycle of their business. We know that building a strong relationship with our
clients is as important to our success as to theirs. This is why
it makes sense for an accounting firm to provide marketing
services and a marketing firm to offer accounting services. It is
a win-win for everyone, especially our mutual clients.”

Why? There are several reasons. One is that chief marketing
officers invest heavily in information technology, an advisory
service typically offered by accounting firms. Another is the
increased value that you can offer clients through marketing
services. Most businesses need to improve cash flow, and other
than increasing prices, the best way to accomplish this is to
bring in new business or increase the number of transactions
made by current clients—both of which can be accomplished
through strategic marketing.
As you work with your client on achieving their marketing
objectives, you may also develop a closer relationship with
them by being more invested in their business. And, as the client becomes more profitable, there is a good chance that you
will gain additional accounting and tax work.
Ohio-based Skoda Minotti, a CPA, business and financial advisory firm with 250 partners and employees, has a niche called
Skoda Minotti Strategic Marketing led by Jonathan Ebenstein,
a non-CPA partner of the firm. Jonathan has more than 20
years of experience, including branding, strategic marketing
planning, public relations, website development, social media
and online/inbound marketing. He worked at an agency prior
to joining Skoda Minotti and had never intended to land a job
at an accounting firm. In fact, he interviewed for a marketing
10
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“When I interviewed for the position to market Skoda Minotti,
I asked if I could start a marketing services group after implementing a strategic marketing plan and achieving a successful
business and revenue stream for Skoda Minotti,” says Ebenstein.
“I would not have accepted the position if the managing partner did not see the real value I could bring to the firm.”
Half of the firm’s revenue in 2015 was generated by ancillary
services, including marketing.

While it is not unusual for a firm to ask their chief marketing
officer or marketing director to occasionally advise a client on
how to market their business more strategically, or to work on a
business plan or marketing initiative for a client, it is a different
story to make an investment in offering marketing as a service.
However, when you look at the success Skoda Minotti has had,
as well as the trend of the Big 4 accounting and large consulting firms in buying advertising agencies, you should consider
whether offering marketing services would be right for your
firm.

About the Author
Eileen Monesson, CPC, principal with PRCounts, is a strategic
marketer and coach who creates market dominating brands.
She can be contacted at 848-459-3130 or emonesson@
PRCounts.com.

Feature Article

Take the Shortcut to Growth
Dennis MacGillivray, The Accountable Growth™ Coach
When you meet with the managing partner of a professional services firm, there are
a few things you know for sure.
First, that managing partner is accountable
for growth; it’s one of the central responsibilities of the position. Second, he or she
needs more people in the firm who are
accountable for growth. It’s unlikely anyone would disagree with that! Third, regardless of your role, if
you bring ideas to the table on ways to streamline time and
money investments in order to grow faster, the managing
partner will likely be interested.
You can get to growth faster by taking a shortcut. Before you
start down this path, however, you have to be willing to:
4 Slaughter the sacred cow: No matter who you are in the
firm, thou must sell. Appreciate that we are not all created
equal. Instead recognize the highest and best use of
individuals. Not everyone is cut out for, or desires to be,
a growth leader. Communicate that technical skills are
highly valued, and the firm will continue to support these
types of contributors in doing what they like to do.
4 Free up growth leaders and help them focus on developing skills in this area by providing training, coaching
and support.

Rather than force everyone in the firm through a “sheep dip”
approach (i.e., mandatory sales training where most simply
attend, tick the box, then return ASAP to work that piled
up during the training), try the shortcut to growth: creating a next-gen growth leaders program and focusing your
investment.

Step One: Identify Your Next-Gen Leaders
Ask firm leaders to identify next-gen growth leaders on their
teams. Ask line of service leaders, market sector leaders and
geography leaders the same question and triangulate their
answers.
Someone who has been recently admitted, or is in the
pipeline, to become partner will usually be a good candidate.
Others may not yet be in the partner track, but can be identified through traits and behavior. Here are some characteristics next-gen growth leaders often possess:
4 Demonstrated interest in helping grow their practice, the
firm and specific markets
4 Open to new ideas, willing to try new approaches and
coachable
4 A history of good follow-through with commitments;
accountable
4 Already seen as a leader who influences others (this helps
extend the cascade of good behaviors further throughout the firm)
4 Lots of energy!

Step Two: Assess Your Identified Leaders
A great way to take the temperature of these potential
next-gen growth leaders is to give them a way to assess their
growth mindsets.
The Growth Leader Mindsets Scorecard was developed by
Accountable Growth™ with input from hundreds of partners
and senior managers from $10 million firms to the Big Four. It
takes about 15 minutes to complete and provides an anonymous evaluation that can be compared with other firms’
growth leader scores, insights and actions.
Potential growth leaders rank themselves in the following
mindset areas on a scale of 1 to 12. The following descriptions are given to help guide an accurate ranking:

accountingmarketing.org
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Mindset

Rank 1-3

Rank 4-6

Rank 7-9

Rank 10-12

I stick to delivering what
I know clients need, with
as little discussion as
possible.

I try to respond to client
requests and highlight
firm capabilities. There
is little time for much
more.

I am pretty good at
getting a client to
share needs, and then
introduce the right firm
resources and solutions.

I prepare thoroughly,
but courage and
curiosity is what
stimulates thoughtprovoking questions
and opportunities.

I keep to my functional
area with clients—working with people who
understand what I do.

I know a few key people
in some areas of my
clients’ businesses. It’s
hard to expand relationships beyond specific
assignments.

I have developed a
number of key decision-making relationships in most business
areas of clients.

I constantly expand
relationships in
target markets and
clients, especially with
C-Suite, board and
business unit leaders.

I would not describe
myself as a people
person. I avoid situations involving a lot of
interaction.

I gravitate to people
I already know at
events—not as comfortable as I’d like to be
meeting new people.

I am active and wellknown in my community. Often introduce
people to others.

My ever-growing
network appreciates
my connecting role. I
seek the multiplying
effects and rewards of
connecting others.

I have focused on
becoming a technically
accredited professional.
Not comfortable with
selling.

I recognize selling
skills are important but
need more time, tools
and guidance to sell
effectively.

I have a reputation of
consistently meeting
personal and team
growth goals.

I am a recognized
sales leader who
selects and grooms
future growth leaders—see this is as
a critical business
imperative.

I find keeping informed
in my own field of
expertise is a full time
commitment—and I’m
happy with that.

I see the world as
increasingly complex—it’s challenging to
access the right people
and time is limited.

I have learned how to
stay informed about
changes affecting
clients and connect
appropriate thought
leadership.

I nurture innovation
at all levels and draw
on diverse talent that
fuels new thinking for
the firm and clients.

Measurement

I see chargeable hours
as the key to success at
the firm. Look after that,
and the rest will be okay.

I know it takes more
than delivery, but I’m
not clear about metrics required to move
ahead.

I have figured out how
to meet the requirements of the firm
and am rewarded
appropriately.

I use objective measurement of data to
drive ROI and make
leadership decisions
to drive firm-wide
growth.

Accountability

I feel that, as a professional, I am accountable
to myself, and that is
sufficient.

I deliver to the best of
my abilities but must
depend on others who
don’t always follow
through.

I have established a
reputation of reliability based on years of
delivering on-time and
on-budget.

I consistently meet
and am often told I
exceed client expectations…and I propel
others to do the same.

I am relied upon to
respond to specific
requests—from people
at the firm and from
clients directly.

I juggle multiple competing priorities—challenging when having to
rely on others beyond
my jurisdiction.

I have a “tried and true”
network of colleagues
who usually come
through for my clients.

I maximize value by
optimizing cross-silo
internal and external
resources to generate
fresh ideas for clients.

Client-Led Value
Creation

Strategic
Relationships

Networking

Sales

Innovation

Collaboration
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• Receive a follow-up action plan after every
conversation via email and copied to the
senior leader.

This exercise helps professionals identify their current
strengths and aspirational development goals in these areas.
Four categories of individuals tend to emerge from the
responses including:

• Review all actions and evaluate results and
lessons captured.

4 Growth leader mindsets are not applicable to me.
4 Help! I see my development areas and want support to
achieve them.

• Share progress and results measured using
agreed-upon metrics.

4 Status quo: I’m proud of my accomplishments and am
satisfied with where I am.

4

4 Let’s grow! The transformational leader who achieves
much and also models and inspires growth leadership in
others.

Remind the group that they were nominated to the
role of growth leader by firm leaders—this is voluntary, however, and up to the individual to opt in.

4

Once you have accepted, your follow-through is
expected.

Your potential next-gen growth leaders can anonymously
complete the scorecard and see how they compare to others
by visiting http://www.accountablegrowth.com and clicking the “Growth Leader Mindsets” box on the right.

Step Three: Launch a Next-Gen Program
Now that you have identified the next-gen growth leaders in
your firm, you should:
1. Have a senior leader reach out to selected next-gen
growth leaders and congratulate them on being nominated for a special next-gen growth leaders program—
and share the selection criteria. Make it clear that the
opportunity to participate is exclusive.
2. Invite your group of next-gen growth leaders to meet
and discuss their growth development priorities and
expected results over the next 12 months. This is most
effective when a senior leader is engaged, listening and
encouraging.
3. Share the game plan in a meeting with the group of
potential next-gen growth leaders (sized appropriately for
the firm/business unit and for maximum learning/sharing
from each other). The following are messages you may
want to consider including:
4

Outline content to be shared that addresses gaps
between mindset scores and aspirations.

4

Describe a monthly approach for customized
individual growth coaching based on that person’s
priorities.

4

Explain there will be bimonthly group meetings to
share stories of progress and lessons learned (with
the senior leader present, engaged and listening).

4

Describe the commitment required:

As you roll out a next-gen leadership program there are two
critical success factors that your program must include. First,
you must have visible engagement of a senior leader from
the firm. This person must show genuine interest: attending
every meeting, being there on time (preferably arriving early
and staying late), asking questions, LISTENING a LOT, sharing
some suggestions/lessons learned based on personal experience, avoiding electronic device distractions and showing
participants you care.
The other component is the use of a seasoned coach
(internal or external) who has been a growth leader and has
the experience, lessons and time to share, as well as a track
record demonstrating the ability to lift the performance of
others.
When adopting this type of growth training, your people will
be excited to be part of an elite leadership training program
in your firm, increasing their job satisfaction. However, you
will also notice a difference in the performance of the participants. One firm saw its pipeline increase by 25 percent.
You will create a stronger firm with more involved professionals if you invest in the shortcut to growth.

About the Author
In any given month, Dennis MacGillivray, The Accountable
Growth™ Coach, can be found coaching Next Gen Growth Leaders in professional service firms ranging from $5M to $1B+ in
revenues. He shares 25+ years of hard-won sales lessons learned
at the Big Four, boutique consultancies and mid-tier firms that
span local, national and global reach. He can be reached at
dennis@accountablegrowth.com or 847-772-1326.

• Participate in regular meetings or phone
calls with the coach focused on the individual’s
growth priorities.
accountingmarketing.org
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This Accounting Podcast
Is Boring Booming!

Podcasting: The Next Frontier of Content Production for Accounting
Firms
Abbey Kanellakis, Rea & Associates
Using podcasting as a vehicle for getting
into your customer’s ear (so to speak) has
never been more popular than it is today.
And for those looking to market professional services to the world’s business
leaders, now is a great time to present
your firm as an authority in your market on
the metaphorical airwaves. After all, if you
don’t, someone else will.
When we set out to launch Unsuitable on Rea Radio in the
fall of 2015, we had one goal in mind: Produce a podcast
that would accurately reflect the unique culture of our firm
while demonstrating the expertise of our industry leaders.
We’ve now logged one year, 11,300 listens* (with about 200
more every week), and several national and global accolades
for our financial services and business advisory podcast, and
we’re happy to report that we have no intention of stopping
any time soon.

‘They Are Listening’
Here’s the deal: Entrepreneurs and business owners listen to
podcasts. In its 2016 podcast consumer research report, Edison Research found a 25 percent increase in podcast listeners since 2006. Of the estimated 98 million people listening,
51 percent are professionals age 35 and older with higher
education and higher median incomes—in other words, our
target market. And, if these trends persist, we can expect
podcasts to continue to grow in popularity.
At Rea & Associates, Unsuitable on Rea Radio did not replace
the production of our traditional content—on the contrary.
We now use episodes of Unsuitable to enhance our existing
content while introducing listeners to new concepts and
insight that may have otherwise fallen on deaf ears. And, as
an added bonus, the intimacy of podcasting generates trust
from our listeners much, much faster than if they were reading words on a screen.
As Lee Beall, Rea’s CEO, simply said after being inundated
with feedback following the initial launch of our podcast:
“They are listening.”
14
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Get Comfortable Behind the Scenes
As you can imagine, when producing a podcast, there’s a
lot going on behind the scenes, which is why we tackle
the scheduling process quarterly—taking care to pay close
attention to national headlines, industry trends and seasonal
topics.
For example, with the election of a new president, we knew
our clients would be curious and concerned about changes
under the Affordable Care Act (ACA). So when we sat down
for our quarterly planning meeting in October, we scheduled our resident ACA expert to record in December. Given
the turnaround time between recording the podcast and
publishing it, we are poised to have thoughtful, current ACA
insight available in January that can be distributed to our
clients, optimized for search engines and shared across all
our social media platforms.
When it comes to scheduling recording sessions, we follow
three primary guidelines:
1. Episodes must be recorded in-person—even if a guest
has to travel. We believe the rapport between the guest
and the host while being in the same room cannot be
duplicated over the phone, even though the technology
exists to make it work. So sometimes, travel is necessary.
2. Recording sessions must occur at the same day and time
each month. Adhering to a set schedule helps us maintain
consistency and makes it easier to schedule interviews
several months in advance, which can be particularly difficult when you’re trying to get your host, producer, practice growth team and four guests in a room at the same
time. By following this guideline, we’ve found that the
podcast’s production phase gets the respect it deserves
firm-wide, which has resulted in greater participation and
less pushback.
1. Success is dependent on vibrant personalities. Nobody
wants to listen to a boring podcast about accounting,
which is why we take special care to choose guests who
not only know their stuff, but who can talk about it in a
compelling and entertaining way.

Podcasting Works for Us; It Could Work for
You Too
In our quest to shatter the “boring accounting podcast”
mindset, we’ve stumbled on an amazing platform upon
which to articulate our brand, highlight the talent throughout our firm, and facilitate stronger relationships and trust
with clients and prospects. Our statistics show that people
are not only listening to Unsuitable, they are coming back
weekly, and bringing new listeners with them!
The data reinforces our belief that podcasting has worked for
us, and I am confident that, with a solid plan and the right
people on the mic, it will work for you as well. If you have
questions about Unsuitable on Rea Radio or want to learn
more about podcasting in general, I’d love to hear from you. I
can be reached at abbey.kanellakis@reacpa.com.

About the Author
Abbey Kanellakis is a content development specialist at Rea
& Associates, a regional CPA and business consulting firm
headquartered in New Philadelphia, Ohio. With more than a
decade of content development, marketing and public relations
experience, she is responsible for supporting the firm’s content
initiatives across a variety of mediums. In 2016, Rea’s podcast,
Unsuitable on Rea Radio, earned Marketing Achievement
Awards from AAM for Video and Multimedia (Program Budget
Above $10,000) and Member’s Choice. It was also a finalist for the
Content Marketing Institute’s 2016 Content Marketing Award for
Best Podcast/Audio Series. She can be reached at abbey.kanellakis@reacpa.com.

In the meantime, if you haven’t already, check out Unsuitable
on Rea Radio on iTunes or SoundCloud. You can also follow
the show on Twitter and Facebook by using #ReaRadio.
Happy podcasting!

accountingmarketing.org
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Always On Innovation
Donna M. Erbs, Anders CPAs + Advisors
Innovation is a marathon, not a sprint. And
the minute the race is over, the most successful innovators start all over again. That
is how agile firms manage to stay ahead
of the competition. At Anders, we have
been fortunate enough to turn innovation
into awards and ongoing recognition that
differentiates us from other firms. From
office space dubbed as more “Google” than
accounting firm, to a commitment to the Startup Ecosystem,
and a Young Professionals Group that is helping build the
Firm of the Future, Anders is Always On.
Here are a few examples of how innovation has made us a
more agile firm and elevated the Anders brand:

Getting Physical
After successfully launching a new brand designed by a firm
that never branded an accounting firm before, we followed
in those same footsteps and chose an architect that had
never designed accounting firm space. The goal was to give
our staff the opportunity to think creatively and invite clients
to our space to collaborate in an innovative way. The result
is a one-of-a-kind environment—one that features 70,000
square feet on one floor where our entire firm of nearly
200 people can work together with some room to grow, all
bound together by virtual technology. One highlight is a sixpanel media wall at the top of the escalator that welcomes

employees and guests to our space. Our “jumbotron,” similar to what you see in sports venues, plays videos, streams
TV, highlights staff accomplishments and has featured our
“Where is Anders” campaign, which shows where staff
have taken vacations as part of a perk provided by the firm.
Another is a training room, bar area, kitchen and common
area space referred to as “The Nest,” which features a “pick-up
sticks-like ceiling, in the designer’s nod to an Olympic Venue.
Anders is a one-office firm except for a rotating two-person
office at Industrious, a downtown co-working space that
provides access to some of the city’s most promising emerging companies.

Reinventing Recruiting
In a crowded marketplace with the talent for accounting professionals highly competitive, Anders decided to create a new
experience for incoming recruits and redefine the recruiting
strategy to improve our ability to compete. Discover Anders,
a two-day program, was reinvented and renamed with the
goal of inviting students into our offices and into our lives to
discover everything Anders, and walk away envisioning their
future with us.
Discover Anders developed into a two-day summer leadership program where students hear from firm partners, participate in industry group roundtables, interact with employees,
and participate in a community service project. After both
days of Discover Anders, students
have the knowledge they need to
understand who we are, where we
are going and if they want to continue the opportunity to discover
their futures with us.

Preparing For The Firm
Of The Future

Pictured: Lobby area at Anders CPAs + Advisors
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To further the involvement of
young staff members, we took
a new approach to our Young
Professionals (YP) group, featuring two leadership teams, the YP
Steering Committee and the YP
Staff Advisory Group (SAG). With
elected positions, we attract those
who truly want to participate
and take a leadership role. The YP
Steering Committee is tasked with

creating and executing networking
events and volunteer activities, as
well as providing an open forum
for the entire YP group to express
opinions. The Staff Advisory Group
(SAG) is a more strategic group,
tasked with serving as a liaison
between their peers and the
managing partner, other partners
and firm leaders. They communicate with other staff to understand
current challenges and address
them with partners. Both groups
offer leadership opportunities
and identify the next firm leaders.
Their impact has changed policy
on everything from compensation
reviews to maternity leave and
even niche-level training.
Each year, there are three positions
open for election: secretary and the two at-large positions;
the previous secretary moves to vice chair and the previous
vice chair moves to chair. The two at-large positions are oneyear terms. This structure allows consistency for at least two
years, but also includes more YPs and brings new ideas to the
groups.

The End Result
Innovation has turned into an indelible part of our company
culture and has earned us many honors. We have received
the Leading Edge Alliance Most Innovative Firm, a St. Louis
Business Journal Top Innovation Award and related awards
such as the St. Louis Post-Dispatch Top Workplace and the
Business Journal’s #1 Best Place to Work, both in the mediumsize category, as well as a Best Accounting Firm to Work for,
and also been named One of Coolest Office Spaces in St.
Louis. We believe these honors are proof that not only is
innovation recognized, but it also results in a happy staff.

Pictured: Board room at Anders CPAs + Advisors

Revenue is up, retention is up and client satisfaction is up.
Thinking outside of the box is a cultural component of
Anders. In 2016, we added a new client onboarding process and a semi-annual client satisfaction survey. Looking
ahead to 2017, watch for a complete re-vamp of our industry
groups. Innovation is at the heart of everything we do at
Anders.

About the Author
Donna is the Chief Marketing Officer at Anders CPAs + Advisors, a
$30 million firm with 185 partners and staff. Donna was named
2012 Marketer of the Year by AAM – recognition for her ability
to align the firm’s overall strategic vision with a solid marketing
plan. She has been instrumental in building the firm’s business
development culture, including creating a Business Development
Forum to provide young accountants with business savvy and
marketing skills. You can reach Donna at derbs@anderscpa.com.

Two Responsive Marketing Strategies from page 7

sticky. Through this program, we’ve already found that just
digging below the surface easily uncovers opportunities that
bring revenue growth for the firm.
As we plan our marketing strategy for the firm and respective
niches in 2017, sticking to a set plan is a great starting point,
but being able to adjust as needed is critical. After all, in the
ever-changing business environment, the best strategy three
to six months ago is not always the right approach today.

About the Author
Charlise Hyatt is a professional services marketing executive with
over 14 years of experience in both the accounting and legal industries. As Director of Growth at DZH Phillips, Charlise directs and
manages all marketing and business development activities for
the firm. Prior to this role, Charlise has held various marketing and
business development positions at a variety of AmLaw 100 firms
including: Duane Morris, Orrick and Nixon Peabody.

accountingmarketing.org
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Capitalizing on Uncertainty
Debra Helwig, K·Coe Isom
Read the news lately? It’s nuts out there.

Build It – Then Tailor, Tailor, Tailor

America’s on a politicized version of Mr.
Toad’s Wild Ride – every dip into the media
spews enough incendiary craziness to set
your hair on fire. But regardless of our personal views, actions inside the Beltway will
have a massive, strategic effect on customers and their businesses.

Creating thought leadership
about a volatile, time-sensitive issue like border adjustability requires fast collaboration between marketing
and partners who deeply
understand the subject. A
cross-departmental team
works quickly to develop
the white paper in less
than a week, from concept
through creation. When
finished, people throughout
the firm can add a personal
touch and distribute the white paper to food and ag clients,
while marketing shares broadly across carefully tracked social
channels and shops it to major industry media publications.

For K·Coe Isom, this uncertainty is an opportunity to apply
agile marketing techniques. Our goal is to anticipate guidance that our customers need, use our expertise to lead conversations that can shape policy and support the businesses
we serve, and remind customers that they are not alone in
facing changes.

Knowledge is Key
Capitalizing on uncertainty requires putting the customer at
the center, imagining unasked questions about mere possibilities. Exploring the realm of “This might happen, and if it
does, here’s what you should think about,” requires a different
mindset than we usually employ. But when our experts use
their knowledge to help customers understand the potential
impacts of uncertain issues, it’s powerful.
K·Coe Isom’s partners and managers are exceptional about
talking with customers. But more important in the agile context, especially when dealing with uncertainty, is that they
share information they learn with each other.
Every week, we reach across our internal silos. Marketing joins
partners and managers from all 19 of our offices and each of
the 11 sectors of food & ag we serve for a video call to consider emerging issues and breaking news. Legislative policy
and regulation concerns generate lively discussion. Occasional outside guests add perspective. Issues in one region
or industry sector might trigger events in another region
or industry sector, so leaders often benefit from “canaries in
the coal mine.” We routinely identify new thought leadership
opportunities that don’t appear on any marketing plan.
For example, on a recent call, leaders highlighted the Trump
proposal for border adjustability — a new way the tax code
could treat import/export. The proposal isn’t law yet, but
discussion showed that customers are worried and need to
know more. Leaders deemed the topic worthy of a deep dive
tailored very specifically to agriculture and food.
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But the work doesn’t end there. When individual industry
sectors are also impacted, we revise the white paper accordingly. These tailored pieces spawn a host of industry-specific
touch points and ultimately generate consulting requests.
The pickup and resulting speaking opportunities are above
average for such breaking content. For example, our revision
of the border adjustability piece to address issues specific to
biofuels was snapped up by two prestigious ethanol publications and will likely draw a crowd at an upcoming industry
conference.

It’s About Anticipating Needs
By knowing our customers well, anticipating their concerns
and using agile marketing to provide information before they
ask for it, we continually increase credibility. By explaining hot
legislative and regulatory topics when they’re fresh and unresolved, we become helpers instead of salespeople. And that,
ironically, increases the likelihood that customers will turn to
us for help -- not just if and when a legislative proposal or bill
becomes the law of the land, but anytime they need help
navigating chaos in their business environment.

About the Author
Debra Helwig is Growth & Communications Manager for Top
100 accounting & consulting firm K · Coe Isom. Previously she
was Global Marketing Director for PrimeGlobal, a leading
accounting association.

AAM membership:
What’s in it for you?
Just ask Jim Michalak, Partner at Herbein + Company, Inc.

into the minds of marketing, business development and practice growth
professionals. AAM provides great insight that enables me to do a better job in
that listening to, and believing in, marketing and practice growth professionals
is vital to the continuance of any CPA firm.
- Jim Michalak, Partner at Herbein + Company, Inc.
AAM member since 2015

Renew your membership today!

accountingmarketing.org 443-640-1061

CONNECT · ENGAGE · GROW

June 12-15 · MGM Grand · Las Vegas

Save $100 with Early Bird Registration

REGISTER NOW

accountingmarketing.com
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Tired of the same old marketing clichés? We are too. That’s why we
work to give each firm something fresh and distinct – something that
won’t inspire eye rolls when your audience sees it…again. If you’re
looking for creative marketing that does more than just “pop,”
visit our website or give us a call at 404-423-4433.

Marketing services and
strategy for professional
services firms
www.bbrmarketing.com
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